ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

Pessimism’s Pitfalls as an Investment Strategy:
The Perils of the “Next Subprime”
Every few months, a risk materializes in global financial markets that some observer labels “the next subprime” crisis. Allusions to the toxic mortgage loans that nearly brought down the financial system are not subtle. Comparisons to subprime mortgages resonate precisely because the psychological wounds from the Great Recession run so deep.

Not surprisingly, the most fervent believers in “next subprime” narratives tend to be those investment managers or strategists who perceive another “Big Short” opportunity. The Michael Lewis book (and Paramount film) romanticized the idea of the clear-eyed contrarian able to perceive the cracks in the financial system before everyone else and construct portfolios to profit from its eventual demise. In the wake of the crisis, it is easy to see the allure of these types of strategies. What institution wouldn’t prefer blockbuster returns to the emotional toll of another 2008-style near-death experience?

Unfortunately for many investors, the search for the “next subprime” has not been a particularly fruitful investment strategy. Positioning portfolios to profit in a tail-risk scenario is not cost-free; the cumulative drag on returns can be quite meaningful as put options expire worthless, short-positions get stopped out in a rising market, and central bank policy adjusts to confront new risks. Since the recession ended June 2009, the cumulative return on the broadest U.S. stock market index (Russell 3000) has been 3x, an annually compounded return of 15%. Rather than metastasizing into something akin to 2008, the market dips from “next subprime” scares emanating from the U.S., Europe, and China instead offered attractive buying opportunities for astute investors.

There may be more to this than dumb luck.

### The Big Short[s] and Hedge Fund Performance

The failure of post-crisis “Big Shorts” may help to explain why so many hedge funds have lagged public markets. After outperforming stocks by 6.6% per year between 1997 and the end of the Great Recession, hedge funds have underperformed the market by -9.4%, in the aggregate, since then. There are many explanations for this phenomenon, including increased competition, fewer market inefficiencies to exploit, and the natural difficulty achieving the same returns as assets under management (AUM) grow exponentially. Yet, a decomposition of monthly hedge fund returns suggests that the search for the “next subprime” is a big part of the story.

By their nature, hedge funds are designed to generate returns that are less volatile than and largely uncorrelated with public equities. Between 1997 and 2017, the average market beta on hedge fund returns has been 0.37, which implies that a 10% increase (decrease) on the stock market would be associated with a 3.7% increase (decrease) in hedge fund returns, on average. This market beta has been roughly the same in the period before and after the crisis. The decline in hedge fund returns, therefore, can be attributed to the decline in “alpha,” or outperformance after accounting for market covariance. Since the end of the Great Recession, average hedge fund alpha has declined from 5.2% per year to just 0.2% (Table 1).

Linear measures of market dependence, like beta, can be less informative as a measure of hedge funds’ net market exposure because of the nonlinearities introduced by active trading in derivatives markets. Some of what gets classified as “alpha” likely reflects “exotic beta,” or the incremental profits derived from higher-order market dependence.

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>CAPM Alpha</th>
<th>Beta * Excess Market Return</th>
<th>Risk-Free Return</th>
<th>Total Return</th>
<th>Fama-French Alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1997-2017</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997- June 2009</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2009- April 2017</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Data from Barclay Hedge Fund Index, June 2017.
3. Data from Barclay Hedge Fund Index, June 2017. The Recession ended June 2009.
Consequently, the decline in average hedge fund alpha may partly reflect the drag from strategies designed to perform slightly worse in rising markets but profit in extreme (negative) circumstances.

Indeed, regressions of hedge fund returns on the payoffs of synthetic put and call options suggest that a statistically significant shift in industry-wide portfolio construction has occurred since 2009, with a sizeable increase in exposure to nonlinear short positions. Average portfolios appear to have less exposure to market gains and significantly greater protection against steep market drops.

Between 1997 and 2009, a two standard deviation decline in the stock market (roughly -9.5%) was associated with a -3% decline in monthly hedge fund returns. Since then, hedge fund returns would be expected to fall by just -1% in response to the same market decline and actually rise as market losses intensified from there (see Figure 1). The improved performance in the left tail of the distribution comes at the expense of lower returns when the market rises—not a favorable trade-off in the context of the 2009-2017 bull market.6

The Post-Crisis Change in Perceptions and Behavior

Perhaps the post-crisis shift towards more aggressive downside protection makes sense and these types of portfolios will be rewarded handsomely once one of the various market risks turns into something more malignant. Alternatively, it could be that these strategies have not worked precisely because the same psychological factors that make “next subprime” investment strategies seem more appealing have also led to behavioral changes among business managers, regulators, central bankers, and market participants that make a crisis similar to 2008-2009 much less likely to occur.

Risks do not exist in a vacuum. A market dislocation or mispricing must intersect with private sector vulnerability (excessive leverage, illiquidity, short-term funding, etc.), and public sector passivity to metastasize into a full-blown crisis. Vulnerability and passivity are shaped, in part, by perceptions.

Cognitive research finds that the range of potential outcomes we can conceive generally depends on our own past experience.8 Similar research finds that we tend to overestimate the value of knowledge gained from our experience in ways that systematically underestimate the likelihood of infrequent events.9 Virtually no one active in markets, government, or business had any personal basis for expecting a crisis on the scale of 2008-09 because the collapse in asset prices, corporate profits, GDP, and payrolls was unlike anything observed since the 1930s. It seems likely that businesses were less liquid, institutional investors more hedged, and policymakers less inclined to intervene in markets than would have been the case had the possibility of a 2008-style event been fully internalized.

Now that a global financial crisis has moved from abstract theoretical construct to concrete experience, businesses hold more cash, banks are less leveraged, and policymakers have proven far more willing to intervene through new regulations as well as asset purchases and capital injections to stabilize markets. The events of 2008-09 create appreciation for the possibility of events like 2008-09, which prompts risk-reducing behavioral changes that make the system more stable.

Compare the apparent trade-offs facing U.S. policymakers in September 2008 to those confronting their European counterparts in 2012. When ECB President Mario Draghi pledged in July 2012 to do “whatever it takes” to preserve the euro, he possessed subjective, experiential knowledge unavailable to Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson in September 2008 when he “never once considered that it was appropriate to put taxpayer money on the line in resolving Lehman Brothers.” 10 Worries about moral hazard abounded in both cases. The risk of inaction only became evident in hindsight.

6 These stylized facts should be treated with some caution. The results have been derived from highly aggregated data and assume that all other risk factors are held constant. In practice, short positions tend to be concentrated in specific categories of assets that the investor expects to “blow up,” such as China’s currency, peripheral euro-denominated debt, auto loans, or long-duration bonds. As a result, actual performance would depend on the weighting of each strategy in the overall hedge fund index and these strategies’ relationship to the broader market.

7 Bloomberg, June 2017.

FIGURE 1
Changing Exposure to Stock Market Returns7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1997-June 2009</th>
<th>July 2009-Apr 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implied HF Returns</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monthly Market Return (Standard Deviations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


10 Transcript, Press Briefing with Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson, September 15, 2008.
Conclusion

The economic recovery that began July 2009 has proven more resilient than many observers would have anticipated. Market participants and regulators learned from the Great Recession in ways that make the “next subprime” crisis less likely. Rather than fall prey to elaborate narratives of ruin, or the tendency to expect the next recession will look like the last one, investors would be better served to focus on conventional risks and opportunities. The best investment strategies will continue to be those that outperform the market in most years rather than those that deliver spectacular returns in one year out of one hundred.
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